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VALUES
Respect: We respect people, we respect nature, we 

respect the past and the future.

Result:  We set clear, specific goals, and we deliver 

them. For this purpose, we equip our people with 

the best tools and equipment they need.

Responsiveness: We are aware that doing 

business is a human to human activity. We 

listen to empathetically and reply quickly and 

appropriately.



Become the world’s most reliable leading brand by 
continuous growth, and to provide sustainability as 

the 1st choice of the customers with the product and 
service quality.

We design, produce and deliver safe, high-quality 
and high-efficient machine tools for our customers’ 

success.
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CNC Hydraulic 
Press Brake

It is a machine designed to transmit power to the moving tool by means of 
hydraulics (mainly for long linear bending between narrow shaping tools).

Top table
It is the main part of the press brake which holds the upper tool and moves 

up and down.

Lower table It is a fixed table which carries the lower tool.

Back gauge

It is the motor-driven stop on which the sheet to be bent is rested to provide 
the bending width. The position and movement are controlled by the NC digi-
tal position controller depending on the bending program. This unit also has 

manual adjustment buttons.

Bottom Tool
It is the bottom part of the tools connected to the table which gives the re-

quested shape to the product.

Hydraulic 
Cylinders

It is the part existent in each column and that transmits the hydraulic pres-
sure to the mechanical table and transmits it to the upper table. The cylinders 

are designed to provide both pressing and return movements.

Sheet holding 
point (MUTE)

It is the position at which the fast closing speed of the top beam ends and 
slow closing for pressing starts. It can be calculated by CNC unit or written 

directly to the screen.

Top Dead 
Center (TDC)

It is the top position at which the fast closing of the top beam
starts and at the same time the return movement ends. It can be calculated 

by CNC unit or written directly to the screen.
UDP (Upper Dead Point)

Bottom Dead 
Center (BDC)

It is the lowest point at which the top plate completes the bending process 
in a bending hub. It can be calculated by CNC unit or written directly to the 

screen.       BDP (Bottom Dead Point)

List of Abbreviations
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Introduction

These user guide contains supportive and corrective information for operating and mainte-
nance personnel in connection with the operation and maintenance of the machine. It is divided 

into 6 parts:

I. General information

II. Installation

III. Operating

IV. Maintenance and Repair

V. The Security Precautions

VI. Possible Trouble Types

VII. Training Guide

Unless authorized by the manufacturer in writing, any operation or adjustment not 
in accordance with these operating instructions shall be at the customer‘s risk and 

the manufacturer shall be entitled to terminate the warranty period.

If you require further technical information, our service department will be happy to provide 
you help. For further information, and demand for spare parts and service, please contact us at 

the information below.

MVD INAN Machine Industries Inc. / Service Department

Konya Organized Industrial Region, Evrenköy St. 1st Avenue No:3

42050 Selçuklu/Konya

Turkey

Phone:  +90.332.239 22 33

Fax:  +90.332.239 21 21

E-Mail:   service@mvdinan.com

E-Mail:   servis@mvd.com.tr
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If you need to call Technical Service

Phone: +90.332.23.92.233
Fax: +90.332.23.92.121
E-Mail: service@mvdinan.com
E-Mail: service@mvd.com.tr

Please write down the following information and keep it for future reference:

Model Number:

Serial Number:

Date of purchase:

Standards applied:
EN 12622:2001, CEI/IEC 60204-1997+A1:1999

Customer:

Note: The Serial Number is located on the label on the side of the machine. 
Keep this User Guide together with the machine‘s invoice to prove that 
you have purchased the product to use under warranty maintenance.

Technical Service

© 2018 MVD INAN Inc., All Rights Reserved.
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This protocol must be returned to MVD Inan, signed within 1 week of taking the machine into operation. This 
document is the beginning of the warranty period.

Type of machine:

Serial number:

Warranty period: 12 months following the delivery of the machine

Standards applied:    EN 12622:2001, CEI/IEC 60204-1997+A1:1999

Customer:

Signatories declare that they have received the user guide and CE declaration with the machine. Signatories 
should also ensure that the personnel operating the machine read and understand the issues related to the use 
and safety of the machine and that the procedures in this manual are strictly adhered to.

Notes:

On behalf of the receiving company   On behalf of the manufacturer

Date:      Date:     

Customer:      Agency/MVD Inan representative

Name:       Name:      

Signature:       Signature:      

Warranty Certificate (1/2)
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 Warranty Certificate (2/2)

1. All kinds of troubles arising from wrong materials used in the manufacture of machinery and faulty work-
manship will be fixed by without charge.

2. All kinds of breakage and failure that may occur during the transportation, loading and unloading of the 
machines are not covered by the warranty.

3. The warranty period starts following the date of delivery and lasts 12 months. Electronic components are 
not covered by the warranty.

4. The service process starts within 24 hours (except transportation period) from the written notification of 
the failure under the warranty.

5. Any breakage, failure and loss due to natural conditions and natural disasters in the place where the ma-
chine is installed by the customer is not covered by the warranty.

6. Breakdowns and failures that may occur as a result of improper handling and misuse of the user during the 
operation of the machines are not covered by the warranty.

7. All mechanical and electrical equipment in the facility which is manufactured and assembled by MVD INAN 
Inc. are covered by the warranty of our company.

8. In the electrical installation which is required for the operation of the machine and which is provided by 
the customer company, the failures and breakages caused by the electrical installation error are covered 
by the warranty.

9. Any problem caused by the mains supply is not under warranty coverage.

10. In case of interventions performed by technical service in cases beyond the scope of warranty; transpor-
tation, accommodation, labor and parts replacement expenses are invoiced to the company / institution 
requesting the service.

11. MVD INAN Inc. undertakes and guarantees to provide spare parts for 10 years and/or service for 5 years.
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Machine: Model: Serial Number:

                 Yes                    No

1 Is there any user manual?

2 Is oil level correct?

3 Are safety doors or/and light barriers set?

4
Are electrical connections, correct voltage and electrical fuse 
checked?

5 Has the test run been performed?

6 Is machine photographed before putting into use?

7 Is the delivery complete?

8 Are all required functions on the machine as desired?

9 Does the machine technically provide all requirements?

10 Has the operator received the required training?

11
Has the operator been notified of the periodic interval for all 
necessary maintenance work?

Operation and acceptance report
Before the machine is started, the checks listed below must be carried out by the customer or qualified ser-

vice personnel.
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1. General information
1.1  Operating conditions to consider

Do not turn on the machine until you have read the instruction guide completely!

1. As described in the Installation Section, the machine must be installed on a concrete floor.

2. The oil tank must be filled with oil before the machine is turned on. 

Caution: Pump will be damaged if it run without oil.

Electrical working values for CNC Press Brake are as follows:

3. The input voltage should be 380-400 Volts and the frequency should be 50 Hz. The main power cable must 
be at least 4x10 mm², R, S, T phases and GND(PE) with grounding connections must be ready. (This may 
be different depending on the location) Cable sizes may change machine by machine, please check electric 
drawings fort he certain information.

4. Motor rotation is limited in one direction to protect the hydraulic pump by „Phase relay“(FR). If the motor 
does not start, change the two main connections of the R, S, T phases until the phase relay (FR) led become 
on then try to start main motor again.

5. No welding or grinding should be done on or around the press brake.

Caution: Electronic devices can be damaged.

6. If necessary, the hydraulic valve settings may only be changed by authorized personnel.

7. The press brake can only be operated by suitably qualified users who have read and understood the infor-
mation in the user guide.

8. In case of any problem, please inform the agent first. If needed, ask MVD INAN Inc. Service Center (ser-
vice@mvdinan.com).

9. Make sure that the covers of the body and electrical control panels are closed during operation of the press 
brake.

10. The electrical panel must be kept closed unless the main switch is closed or locked.

Caution: Injury or death risk.

11. The user is responsible for providing 500 lux local lighting in the tools area.

12. At the slow closing speed of the top table, the light curtain becomes deactivated and the operator is re-
sponsible.

Caution: Injury or death risk.

13. During maintenance and adjustments, the main power switch must be kept closed and locked.

Caution: Injury or death risk.

14. Maintenance and adjustments must be made according to the user and maintenance guides.

15. The clothing of the workers must comply with the required standards.

16. Unnecessary tools and workpieces must be removed from the work area.
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1.2 Safety and warning information.

1. Do not carry out any repair or maintenance under the electrical voltage.

2. Do not step on electrical cables and devices.

3. Do not disassemble the coverings of electric motors and moving parts. Do not replace them with any 
non-standard material.

4. Do not approach the sheet more than the safety distance during bending. During bending, take care of your 
hands, body and head.

5. Keep your hands away from the top tool once the top table starts to descend.

6. Do not approach the rear of the machine while the back gauge is running and do not perform any work.

7. Start bending the sheet metal at equal distance from both sides(centered) of the machine.

8. Make sure that the sheet metal rests on the back of the machine. Otherwise, bending will not be as desired.

9. For short sheet metal parts, use your thumb when bending with your hand.

10. When bending large sheets, the bending speed should be kept low. Please keep the sheet away from you 
when bending it.

11. Do not take keys or any material by reaching with your hands between the top and bottom Tools of the 
machine. If you have any tools or parts you need to take, take them around the machine.

12. Decide how to hold the sheet when bending, paying attention to the shape of the sheet after the process. 
Especially on short sheets, make sure that your fingers do not come to the top.

13. Do not be under the load during loading.

Figure 1 Safety warning signs
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1.3  Scope of delivery

1x  Press brake machine

1x  Top Tool

1x  Bottom Tool

1x  Pedal-set

1x Leg plate set (Optional)

1.4  Purpose of use
CNC Press Brake is a sheet metal forming machine which bends the metal sheet to the desired form. By the 
press brake machines, sheet metal is pressed between two tools and takes shape. The top tool compresses the 
sheet with hydraulic force and provides bending at different angles.

1.5  Environmental protection
Machine packaging must be disposed of in accordance with environmental regulations.

1.6  User safety information
The user must wear protective clothing when using the press brake. The clothing must not be oversized. Long 
haired users must tie their hair.

1.7  Responsibility
MVD INAN Inc. CNC iBend type hydraulic press brakes are designed and produced for bending plates and sheet 
materials. The operating guides of the machine, CNC unit and the back gauge unit should be the basis for using 
the machine. MVD Machine Industrials is not responsible for any damages and consequences arising from im-
proper use of the machine.

Protection against Features

Protective gloves

	 cracks
	 cuts
	 abrasions
	 irritation
	 heat

	 cut resistant
	 tear resistant
	 made of durable and thick ma-

terial
	 sterile
	 easy to disinfect
	 tear resistant
	 anti-slide

Safety shoes 	 Thermal, electrical, mechani-
cal ve chemical hazards

	 front nose made of metal or 
plastic

	 puncture-resistnat base
	 waterproof(conditional)
	 cold insulated
	 anti-slide
	 antistatic

Safety glasses

	 UV radiation
	 chemicals
	 dust
	 spall
	 chips

	 optically corrective
	 unbreakable
	 wide view
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1.8  Warnings

1. Only the qualified personnel may operate the machine.

2. Before operating the machine; the area must be cleared of all obstacles that may cause falling, tripping, or 
slipping and striking.

3. The operator must have a thorough understanding of the user guide and, if necessary, refer to it.

4. The operator must ensure that no persons are on, behind or inside the machine during operation.

5. Safety in front of the tools is ensured by the light curtain or laser. When the two-hand controller is used, 
the dangerously fast descending movement of the table continues until it reaches the sheet holding point. 
During this period, the light curtain or laser provides equal protection for everyone around. If there is any 
interference with the light curtain or laser, the table stops immediately.

6. On the sheet holding point, the foot pedal initiates a slow closing (i.e. pressing) speed. Safety at this speed 
is entirely the responsibility of the operator. Light curtain or laser does not work at this speed.

7. Operators must pay attention to the control panel or footswitch cables.

8. The electrical cabinet must be kept closed during operation. No one is allowed to open this booth, except 
for fully qualified maintenance personnel.

9. Exposing the machine to direct fire, welding or grinding on the procesing piece on the machine is forbidden.

10. Operators should be dressed according to the requirements of the relevant law (durable and non-sagging 
clothing, industrial protective footwear, industrial gloves, etc).

11. For safety during maintenance and repair, the main switch should be set to the “0” position and locked 
with a padlock. The electrical system must not be interfered with to disable any safety equipment. The 
responsibility blongs to the customer.

12. If emergency stop is needed, the foot pedal stand has an emergency stop button.

Note: Use the “ table up ” button in case of any jamming between the bottom and top table. Use the manual 
control buttons of the digital (NC) resting unit to rescue when someone is trapped by the back gauge
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Problem REASON, SOLUTION

RESET LIGHT CAN NOT BE SWITCED OFF
CHECK BACK SIDE RESET LIGHTS AND SWITCH THEM OFF 

FIRST,
 CHECK EMERGENCY STOP BUTTONS, AND SIDE GATE SEN-

SORS. 

HYDRAULIC PUMP DOESN’T RUN
ALL RESET LIGHTS MUST BE SWITCHED OFF

PHASE RELAY (FR) AND MAIN ELECTRIC INPUTS (R, S, T) 
MUST BE CHECKED AND

SHOULD BE EXCHANED IF NEEDED.

FAST MODE DOESN’T WORK
MACHINE ALWAYS WORK IN SLOW 

MODE

MACHINE MUST BE IN AUTOMATIC OR SEMIAUTOMATIC 
MODE

MODE KEY UST BE ON MODE 2
FRONT LASER D 

EVICES MUST BE ALIGNED.

BENDING ANGLES ARE NOT REQUESTED 
ANGLES 

CHECK THE CONDITION OF TOOLS AND CHANGE THE BRO-
KEN TOOL IF NEEDED.

SET CORRECTION FOR Y AXES AND CHANGE THE CROW-
NING VALUE IF NEEDED. 

1.9  What to do in case of malfunction?
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2.  Installation

2.1  Lifting and transporting

The customer must unpack and check for any damage or loss after receiving the machine, which is safely load-
ed and transported. Any objections that are not made at this time and the ones that are subsequently made 
cannot be accepted by the manufacturer.

When lifting the machine, steel ropes must be used and the machine must be lifted from the marked lifting 
extensions on both columns (See Figure 2 and Figure 3). It is the customer‘s responsibility to lift, transport and 
place in accordance with the safety rulesI. If the transportation will be shipped or take a long time, the machine 
tools and metal surfaces are covered with an anti-rust coating. After the machine is unpacked, it should be 
cleaned well and the rust preventive coating on the tables, tools and metal surfaces should be removed with 
proper chemicals. It is recommended to apply a thin layer of machine oil to these surfaces. For further details, 
see Chapter 3 of the operation guide.

Figure 2 Example of lifting and transporting

Figure 3 Lifting and transporting
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Figure 4 Packaged product - front side

Figure 6 Locating the machine

Figure 5 Packaged product - back side

Figure 7 Machine Leg Holes

2.2 Unpacking the product

Removing the packaging on the product after it has been placed in the desired location is recommended to pre-
vent scratches and other possible damages. After placing the machine on the metal foot plates, the packaging 
can be removed. The packaging must be disposed of according to the environmental protection standards.

2.3  Locating

The place where the machine is to be installed (=base) must be concrete, flat and levelled thoroughly. The 
machine must be provided with the necessary space around it to safely hold and bend the pieces as well as to 
allow for check and maintenance work. To replace large tools, there must be a crane and also a space equal to 
the machine length on one side. During the bending process, the force applied is absorbed by the machine body, 
so the concrete foundation on which the machine will be installed must be able to support the machine and hold 
it steady in case of an earthquake.

Note: It is an obligation for the customer to secure the machine to the ground with bolts or anchor bolts fixed 
by chemical dowels, and to make a grounding connection from the ground (PE) clamp in the control cabinet to 
the factory ground.
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Figure 8 Leg Plates and Anchor Bolts

Figure 9 Leveling in transverse and lengthwise directions

2.4  Leveling

When placing the machine on the prepared base, the bottom of each corner of the machine should be support-
ed with iron plates of 20 mm thickness and the machine should be leveled both crossingly and longitudinally. 
The permissible tolerances are as follows:

Latitudinal leveling: approx. 0.1-0.2 mm / m. (machine depth)

Longitudinal leveling: approx. 0.2-0.3 mm / m. (machine length)

As seen in figure 8, the adjusting screws and nuts are provided at each corner of the machine. Anchor bolts, 
chemical dowels and foot plates are not parts of the machine, and MVD INAN A.Ş. is not responsible to provide 
them with the machine. These plates can be supplied by the customer for an extra fee. The thickness of the foot 
plates varies according to the tonnage.

Machine Weight ≤ 7 tons = 15mm plate thickness

Machine Weight > 7 tons = 20mm plate thickness
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Table 2 Recommended oil samples Figure 10 Oil Gauge

Figure 11 Main Power Connection and the Phase Relay (FR)

2.5 Filling the oil tank

Fill the oil tank with one of the recommended oils below 3-4 cm from the top of the tank. Trouble-free opera-
tion of the hydraulic system depends on the quality and condition of hydraulic oil (cleanliness and purity). The 
oil used must have the following minimum values. The amount of oil to be used is specified in the technical 
features and on the oil tank. In case of insufficient quantity and quality of oil, hydraulic components will be 
damaged as hydraulic system cannot cool.

2.6 Connecting to power

The power connections of the machine are delivered ready for use. Only the power cables must be connected 
to the main power switch in the electrical cabinet. Power connections must be made by suitably qualified 
personnel and in accordance with applicable standards. The cross-sectional area of the connecting cable must 
correspond to the required total power indicated on the machine nameplate. The outer protector on the panel 
entry should be stripped and the shield inside should be connected to the metal fitting. The phase cables must 
be connected to the main power switch and the groundding cable mus be connected to the ground terminal. 
The motor only rotates in one direction. When all the electrical circuits are connected and the reset light is off, 
if the phase relay is not lit, change places of two phases randomly and check the phase relay again (Continue 
this process until the phase relay ‘s light is on).

Recommended

Viscosity at 40 ° C:                       41.4 - 50.6 cSt
Viscosity index:                     about 110

Shell Tellus 46 [in Europe; at room temperature]

Shell Tellus 63 [For hot countries about 30 degree]

Shell Tellus 37 [For cold countries about 0 degree]

Mobile DTE 25

BP Energol HLP 46

Esso Nuto H 46

Arol Oil 46

VAC HLP 46

Attention:

1. Check if the mains voltage has correct 
voltage value before connecting the de-
vice.

2. Power cable and plug comply with 
400V AC 3 phase, neutral and grounding 
input power structure.

3. Serious damage to the machine may 
occur if the mains voltage constantly falls 
below the safe operating voltage. In this 
case it is recommended to use a voltage 
regulator.
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2.7 Putting the machine into use
 

Turn on the main power switches of the workplace and the machine. The power light on the cover of the 
machine’s electrical cabinet will turn on (if not, check the main power supply). Firstly, the reset lamps, if any, of 
the rear light curtain, must be switched off by pressing the reset button on the control panel. To switch off the 
rear reset lamp, simultaneously press on two different buttons on the cover of the control cabinet and on the 
side of the cover (Some models have one button). If the rear reset lamps do not turn off, the object that prevents 
the rear light curtains from seeing each other should be removed. The reset lamp on the front or on the pedal 
console must then be turned off.

If the reset lamp does not turn off, check whether the door switches, the emergency stop buttons and the 
rear reset lamps. If there is still a problem, other safety-related equipment such as monitor valves, light curtains 
and connections, and relays must be checked and, if necessary, MVD INAN A.Ş. service department should be 
informed.

If the light is off when reset button is pressed, the machine is ready to start. Press the “table up” button 
to raise the table. Then the table is moved down by pressing the pedal or by pressing the two-hand buttons 
simultaneously on two-hand machines. After the reset lamps go out, press the “Start” button and the motor will 
start. At this point, the CNC control unit controls the stopping time of the machine (for machines with Overrun 
Test). If there is a problem, the machine does not start. If the stop is complete, the machine is raised again with 
the “table up” button. Now it is ready to start.

Figure 12 Pedal Command Console

Attention:

The relays (S1, S2, S3) of the controlled valves shall be in the closed position with the top table at the top-dead-
center. If not, this means that there is a problem with the valves or the control system of the valves and in this 
case the top plate will not move, reset light will be on.

2.8 Temperature of the installation place
The temperature of the place where the machine will be used should be between 5 °C and 35 °C. If the area is 
warmer, we recommend using oil cooler and if it is colder, you can use oil heater
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3 Operation Guide
3.1 Machine Information

3.1.1 General Features

Press brakes, as standard, are between 2 and 4 meters and 60 to 1000 tons.

Our press brakes are among the best in the industry with continuous technological research and develop-

ment in the field of modern bending. In this sense, the co-operation of the hydraulic-electric and mechanic trio 

shows how advanced the current technique is.

1. Top table moving bending system,

2. Robust body structure where side columns, table and tank are welded,

3. Three operation stages consisting of controlled gravity descent of the beam using monitored suction 

valves and main control valves, slow bending motion after the mute point and fast return after position-

ing at BDC;

4. Bottom control and fast descending of upper table,

5. Slow bending movement after adjustable speed change point

6. Return to top dead center (TDC) after reaching the limit position and completing the bending,

7. Hydraulic system with very high descending and returning speed (optional),

8. CNC controlled adjustment of speed change center (SCC), top and bottom dead centers (TDC and BDC), 

identification of back gauge position, bending angle, sheet thickness, bending length, bending width, 

top Tool and bottom Tool measures in CNC unit. Automatic calculation and application of bending values 

such as position and force by CNC unit.

9. The pressure required for the rollers is calculated by the CNC unit and controlled by proportional pres-

sure relief valves.

10. Compact hydraulic block and pressure control valves to control main pressure

11. Precise bending process with control of the top table movement by electronic scale, servo valves and 

CNC control unit. In this system, the electronic ruler is placed on the side slides of the top table so that 

it is not affected by the flexing on the side walls and they have their base on the bottom table. This 

provides 0.01 mm precision in bending positioning.

12. Laser or light curtain safety systems that minimize the risk of injury during use.

13. Precise back gauge system to adjust the bending width.

14. Front supports with right and left movement and fixing possibility, which supports the sheet to be bent 

from the front.

15. Promecam system holding the top Tool which is compatibly hardened with the crane structure of the 

machine.

16. “Position switch” that selects different operating and safety positions.

17. Emergency stop, beam up and safety reset buttons.

18. The hydraulic system has a proportional pressure valve to limit the required working pressure while 

bending. The required pressure is calculated by the CNC unit. The machine performs bending at this 

pressure. If the calculated pressure is not sufficient, the bending movement does not continue. In this 

case it may be necessary to manually enter the pressing force. This feature both enables operation and 

is important for the safety of Tools.
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3.1.1.1  Machine body
Press brake is a bending machine of which all basic parts are made of various steel pieces. It consists of 

a stable body, drawings of which are made by CAD program and it is created with FEM analysis and various 
calculations. The main parts of the press brake consists of top table, back gauge, bottom body and side walls. 
There are two cylinders that connected with top beam to perform the bending. These cylinders enable the top 
table to move with the hydraulic system. Up and down commands are given by the control panel and pedal. 
With the simple commanding feature of the Control Panel, the use of CNC has become easier. (For detailed 
information, look at the controller manual) In addition, the safety of both the machine and the user has been 
maximized with the latest safety standards.

Figure 14 Machine body
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3.1.1.2  Front support

MVD INAN Inc. uses front supports to enable the bending and folding of the sheet. Two front supports are 
available in the presses as standard. On the front support, there is also an booster ruler to ensure the desired 
bending of the sheet. The front supports can be shifted to the right and left and stabilized from anywhere by 
quick clamping.

3.1.1.3  Top Table

The top table is connected to the machine body by two hydraulic cylinders. The difference of the top table 
from the other body parts is that it can move due to these two hydraulic cylinders. Hydraulic cylinders move 
with the help of a precisely working hydraulic pump. This precise balancing enables electronic signals to be 
transferred to hydraulic servo valves by the principle designed by MVD motorers and allows the top table to 
move. With this system, both sides of the machine (Y1 and Y2 axes) are provided to work correspondingly. 
The Y1 and Y2 axes are precisely adjusted before the machine is operated. Position difference between two 
axes can be maximum 10%.

Figure 16 Front Supports
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3.1.1.4  Back gauge

The back gauge ensures that the sheet does not slip during the bending phase and is responsible for the 
desired degree of bending. It also plays an important role in the second and third bending phase. Back gauge 
provides distance (X-Axis, forward-backward), height (R-Axis, up-down) and side movement (Z-Axes, right-left). 
The command setting is entered from the CNC Control panel (This command can be given by the controller 
with a „drawing“ also, as an option of graphical screen controllers). Depending on the order, the stop axes can 
be increased from 1 to 6. In addition, the back gauge has the ability to send to the exact position with high 
speed and CNC control. Due to this feature, large sheets and complex bent parts can be produced without any 
problem. At the same time, the production time is shortened and time is saved as large sheets do not require 
continuous back gauge adjustment.

Back gauge is produced withing the framework of 
“plug & play“ mounting system concept and is a design 
that guarantees both highest quality and reliability. In this 
way, the bending can always be carried out to the desired 
extent. It is equipped with limit switches to prevent acci-
dental impact or unwanted maneuvering errors.

Each back gauge axis movemets are limited by control 
unit (Maximum and minimum values are set) and by limit 
switches (Maximum and minimum limit switches). Max-
imum limit switches are reference switches at the same 
time. When the machine is started up, all axes are indexed 
by sending them to their maximum limit switches and 
controller understands again their reference positions. (In 
manual mode by pressing controller start button after re-
set lights are switched off and the pump is run) 

Figure 18 Back gauge

Figure 19 Limit Switch
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3.1.1.5   Back Gauge Finger

The back gauge holds the sheet metal with fingers. The sheet rests on these fingers. The resting flevers are 
various and are available up to four steps. As in Figure 24, step H1 is 10 mm high. The resting levers can be 
moved manually or automatically. Z1 and Z2 are the axes of these resting levers. As a standard, the press brakes 
have two levers. This number can be increased up to six, depending on the customer’s request.

3.1.1.6  Top Tool (Punch)

The upper Tool is connected to the promecams and directly contacts with the sheet to be bent. The Tool used 
as standard has 0.8 mm Radius (R), 66,60 mm (H) height and, its resisstance is maximum: 100 T/m.

Figure 20 Backgauge finger (Example)

Figure 21 Back gauge finger and steps
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3.1.1.7 Bottom Tool (Die)
The upper beam can have manual or 

pneumatic supports. Bottom tool is placed on 
it. The standard bottom tool consists of four 
different “V“ bending channels 16mm, 22mm, 
35mm, 50mm, with 80T / m maximum 
resistance. 

Figure 24 Tools

Figure 25 Control Panel Examples (Delem and Esa)

3.1.1.8  Control Unit

It is the main unit used in press brakes. The Control Unit 
brings all the units of the machine together, provides function-
ality and saves machine information. The improved LCD display 
allows you to optimize the working process. The equipment and 
sheet are displayed in two dimensions (2D) on the screen. The 
command buttons at the bottom of the screen provide auto-
matic control of the machine. It also reduces waiting times in 
mass production. There are start and stop buttons of the main 
motor, a reset button, a normal and fast descent button of the 
worktop and an emergency stop button on the panel. On the 
right, bottom or back of the LCD screen, there is an USB mem-
ory port ior loading and saving the machine’s parameters. For 
more information on the Control Panel, refer to the enclosed 
control unit guide.

In addition, the complete bending program can be created 
specifically on the screen and the bending program created ac-
cording to the preference can be saved for future use. More-
over, the bending program can be transferred to the computer 
via USB flash drive. In short, it differs from from other produc-
tion softwares in that it is an “open” system for transferring or 
receiving data. Also, the machine can be integrated in a multiple 
production cycle and connected to a network.

In this way, MVD INAN Inc. press brakes can be easily cus-
tomized to the new specific order. The most important differ-
ence of the control panel is that the user can program it in a 
simple way.
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Figure 26 Slideway group and bearing

Figure 27 Standard measures of the press brake

3.1.2 Technical features

Press brake is a machine which is designed and manufactured according to order. It can perform bending 
process with a single press and has versatile features. Although it has standard features, it can be personalized 
with small mechanical changes at the request of the user. The order is made according to the customer’s per-
sonal requirements and optional features are added on request. Then, an order-specific task table is prepared 
with both standard features and optional features, and the features are planned to be integrated. As shown in 

Figure 13, the standard measures of the machine are as follows

3.1.1.9  Slides

The slide setting consists of 5 
setscrew on the back of the worktop 
and L-Block connected. Larger ma-
chines also have an upper slide. In 
principle, after the table is descend-
ed, the Y1 and Y2 sides of all bolts 
are tightened so that the top table 
can be fully pulled into the L-Block. 
In this way, the top table is pulled 
into the body of the machine and the 
table is stabilized precisely and bet-
ter during movement. Stable ascent 
and descent is also supported by the 
bearings on the back of the table.

A B C J D E G H L

Bending 
Length

Column 
Distance

Stroke Clearance between 
upper and lower jaw

Throat 
depth

Table 
Height

Size Ground 
clearance

Width
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A-Series - Technical Features

Bending 
Force

Bending 
Length

Distance 
between 
columns

Stroke Daylight Throat
Table 

Height
Machine Dimensions Speed

Oil 
tank

Weight
Main 
motor

A B C J D E
Length x Width x Height                             

(L x W x H)
Approach 

Speed
Return 
Speed

Bend 
Speed Lt kg kW

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm/s mm/s mm/s

A40 1250 1100 210 465 410 885 3060 2195 2730 150 120 10 95 3400 4

A60
2100 1600 210 465 410 870 3660 2175 2820 160 135 10 170 4290 5,5

2600 2150 210 465 410 870 4210 2175 2820 160 135 10 170 4790 5,5

A100
2600 2150 210 465 410 905 4220 2230 2855 200 135 10 170 6150 7,5

3100 2600 210 465 410 905 4670 2230 2855 200 135 10 180 6650 7,5

A135

3100 2600 210 465 410 905 4690 2340 2795 210 130 10 180 7200 11

3700 3200 210 465 410 905 5290 2340 2850 210 130 10 180 9200 11

4100 3600 210 465 410 905 5590 2440 2950 210 130 10 180 9750 11

A175

3100 2600 210 465 410 945 4705 2430 2840 180 130 10 180 8400 15

3700 3200 210 465 410 945 5305 2430 2840 180 130 10 180 9800 15

4100 3600 210 465 410 945 5600 2530 2950 180 130 10 180 10250 15

A220

3100 2600 210 465 410 880 4720 2415 2805 180 140 10 290 10000 18,5

3700 3200 210 465 410 930 5320 2415 2805 180 140 10 290 11400 18,5

4100 3600 210 465 410 930 5620 2515 2905 180 140 10 290 11800 18,5

Backgauge 
speed:
R Axis

X Axis 500 mm/s

                 300 mm/s

Backgauge 
stroke:

X Axis 750 mm

* Technical specifications are subject to change without advanced notice.

* Special capacity machines can be manufactured upon request.
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B-Series - Technical Features

Bending 
Force

Bending 
Length

Distance 
between 
columns

Stroke Daylight Throat
Table 

Height
Machine Dimensions Speed

Oil 
tank

Weight
Main 
motor

A B C J D E
Length x Width x Height                             

(L x W x H)
Approach 

Speed
Return 
Speed

Bend 
Speed Lt kg kW

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm/s mm/s mm/s

B40 1250 1100 260 465 410 880 3060 2080 2820 150 120 10 95 3500 4

B60
2100 1600 260 465 410 870 3660 2175 2905 160 135 10 170 4560 5,5

2600 2150 260 465 410 890 4210 2175 2905 160 135 10 170 5010 5,5

B100
2600 2150 260 465 410 885 4220 2230 2950 200 135 10 170 6430 7,5

3100 2600 260 465 410 905 4670 2230 2950 200 135 10 180 6780 7,5

B135

3100 2600 260 465 410 940 4690 2340 2980 210 130 10 180 7750 11

3700 3200 260 465 410 955 5290 2340 2995 210 130 10 180 9400 11

4100 3600 260 465 410 955 5590 2440 2990 210 130 10 180 10000 11

B175

3100 2600 260 465 410 955 4700 2430 2975 180 130 10 180 8850 15

3700 3200 260 465 410 955 5300 2430 2990 180 130 10 180 10500 15

4100 3600 260 465 410 955 5600 2530 2980 180 130 10 180 11050 15

B220

3100 2600 260 465 410 955 4720 2430 2998 180 140 10 290 10400 18,5

3700 3200 260 465 410 970 5320 2430 3045 180 140 10 290 11950 18,5

4100 3600 260 465 410 970 5620 2530 3035 180 140 10 290 12750 18,5

B270

3100 2600 260 465 410 960 4840 2500 3040 150 120 10 290 12300 22

3700 3200 260 465 410 960 5440 2500 3040 150 120 10 290 13500 22

4100 3600 260 465 410 960 5640 2500 3040 150 120 10 290 14300 22

B320

3100 2600 260 485 410 955 4860 2490 3080 150 110 10 290 13700 22

3700 3200 260 485 410 955 5460 2490 3085 150 110 10 290 14500 22

4100 3600 260 485 410 955 5660 2490 3085 150 110 10 290 15300 22

5100 4200 260 485 410 1030 6660 2570 3210 150 110 10 290 20500 22

6100 5100 260 485 410 1060 7560 2570 3440 150 110 10 290 25000 22

Backgauge speed
R Axis

X Axis 500 mm/s

                         300 mm/s

Backgauge stroke X Axis 750 mm

* Technical specifications are subject to change without advanced notice.

* Special capacity machines can be manufactured upon request.
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C-Series - Technical Features

Bending 
Force

Bending 
Length

Distance 
between 
columns

Stroke Daylight Throat
Table 

Height
Machine Dimensions Speed

Oil 
tank

Weight
Main 
motor

A B C J D E
Length x Width x Height                             

(L x W x H)
Approach 

Speed
Return 
Speed

Bend 
Speed Lt kg kW

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm/s mm/s mm/s

C100
2600 2150 310 515 410 890 4220 2230 2950 200 135 10 180 6950 7,5

3100 2600 310 515 410 905 4670 2230 2950 200 135 10 180 7300 7,5

C135

3100 2600 310 515 410 935 5150 2650 2950 210 130 10 180 8350 11

3700 3200 310 515 410 945 5750 2650 2950 210 130 10 180 10000 11

4100 3600 310 515 410 945 6150 2650 2995 210 130 10 180 10600 11

C175

3100 2600 310 515 410 935 5150 2650 2950 180 130 10 180 9700 15

3700 3200 310 515 410 945 5750 2650 2950 180 130 10 180 11350 15

4100 3600 310 515 410 945 6150 2650 2995 180 130 10 180 11900 15

C220

3100 2600 310 515 410 940 5180 2650 2950 180 140 10 290 11300 18,5

3700 3200 310 515 410 965 5780 2650 3040 180 140 10 290 12850 18,5

4100 3600 310 515 410 965 6180 2650 3040 180 140 10 290 13650 18,5

5100 4200 310 515 410 995 7180 2650 3090 180 140 10 290 17000 18,5

6100 5100 310 515 410 995 8180 2650 3090 180 140 10 290 21700 18,5

C270

3100 2600 310 515 410 950 5200 2650 3040 150 120 10 290 13300 22

3700 3200 310 515 410 955 5800 2650 3040 150 120 10 290 14500 22

4100 3600 310 515 410 955 6200 2650 3040 150 120 10 290 15300 22

C320

3100 2600 310 535 410 955 5300 2655 3070 150 110 10 290 14700 22

3700 3200 310 535 410 955 5750 2655 3080 150 110 10 290 15500 22

4100 3600 310 535 410 955 6150 2655 3130 150 110 10 290 16800 22

5100 4200 310 535 410 1045 7150 2655 3140 150 110 10 290 21500 22

6100 5100 310 535 410 1065 8150 2655 3170 150 110 10 290 26000 22

C400

3100 2600 310 535 410 1015 5150 2685 3400 100 80 8 400 18700 30

3700 3200 310 535 410 975 5750 2685 3400 100 80 8 400 20700 30

4100 3600 310 535 410 985 6150 2700 3400 100 80 8 400 22500 30

5100 4200 310 535 410 980 7150 2700 3400 100 80 8 400 25500 30

6100 5100 310 535 410 1055 8150 2700 3600 100 80 8 400 33000 30

8100 7100 310 535 410 815 10150 2785 3750 100 80 8 400 45000 30

C500

3700 3200 310 535 410 1035 5750 2735 3400 80 70 8 500 24100 37

4100 3600 310 535 410 1025 6150 2740 3400 80 70 8 500 26300 37

5100 4200 310 535 410 1055 7150 2750 3650 80 70 8 500 30000 37

6100 5100 310 535 410 965 8200 2750 3900 80 70 8 500 39500 37

8100 7100 310 535 410 750 10200 2750 4000 80 70 8 500 55500 37

Backgauge speed
R Axis

X Axis 500 mm/s

                          300 mm/s

Backgauge stroke X Axis 750 mm

* Technical specifications are subject to change without advanced notice.

* Special capacity machines can be manufactured upon request.
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D-Series - Technical Features (1/2 Page)

Bending 
Force

Bending 
Length

Distance 
between 
columns

Stroke Daylight Throat
Table 

Height
Machine Dimensions Speed

Oil 
tank

Weight
Main 
motor

A B C J D E
Length x Width x Height                             

(L x W x H)
Approach 

Speed
Return 
Speed

Bend 
Speed Lt kg kW

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm/s mm/s mm/s

D100
2600 2150 410 615 510 890 4220 2230 3050 200 135 10 180 7150 7,5

3100 2600 410 615 510 905 4670 2230 3050 200 135 10 180 7500 7,5

D135

3100 2600 410 615 510 935 5300 2815 3100 210 130 10 180 8950 11

3700 3200 410 615 510 945 5900 2815 3100 210 130 10 180 10600 11

4100 3600 410 615 510 945 6300 2815 3100 210 130 10 180 11350 11

D175

3100 2600 410 615 510 935 5300 2775 3155 180 130 10 180 10300 15

3700 3200 410 615 510 945 5900 2775 3155 180 130 10 180 11950 15

4100 3600 410 615 510 945 6300 2775 3155 180 130 10 180 12650 15

D220

3100 2600 410 615 510 965 5300 2795 3250 180 140 10 290 12050 18,5

3700 3200 410 615 510 965 5900 2795 3250 180 140 10 290 13600 18,5

4100 3600 410 615 510 965 6300 2795 3250 180 140 10 290 14600 18,5

5100 4200 410 615 510 995 7300 2795 3300 180 140 10 290 17600 18,5

6100 5100 410 615 510 995 8300 2795 3300 180 140 10 290 22300 18,5

D270

3100 2600 410 615 510 950 5300 2765 3250 150 120 10 290 14150 22

3700 3200 410 615 510 955 5900 2765 3250 150 120 10 290 15350 22

4100 3600 410 615 510 955 6300 2765 3250 150 120 10 290 16350 22

D320

3100 2600 410 635 510 960 5300 2755 3250 150 110 10 290 15800 22

3700 3200 410 635 510 960 5900 2755 3250 150 110 10 290 16600 22

4100 3600 410 635 510 1010 6300 2765 3350 150 110 10 290 17900 22

5100 4200 410 635 510 1025 7300 2785 3350 150 110 10 290 22600 22

6100 5100 410 635 510 1055 8300 2785 3350 150 110 10 290 27100 22

D400

3100 2600 410 635 510 1015 5300 2775 3600 100 80 8 400 19800 30

3700 3200 410 635 510 975 5900 2775 3600 100 80 8 400 22000 30

4100 3600 410 635 510 975 6300 2790 3600 100 80 8 400 23850 30

5100 4200 410 635 510 975 7300 2790 3600 100 80 8 400 26650 30

6100 5100 410 635 510 1055 8300 2790 3730 100 80 8 400 34000 30

8100 7100 410 635 510 815 10150 2790 3750 100 80 8 400 46000 30

D500

3700 3200 410 635 510 1025 5900 2730 3625 80 70 8 500 25500 37

4100 3600 410 635 510 1025 6300 2740 3625 80 70 8 500 27950 37

5100 4200 410 635 510 1055 7300 2755 3650 80 70 8 500 31500 37

6100 5100 410 635 510 965 8200 3150 3900 80 70 8 500 41000 37

8100 7100 410 635 510 750 10200 3200 3950 80 70 8 500 57000 37

D600

4100 3200 410 675 610 995 6300 3125 4050 80 80 8,5 550 34000 45

5100 4200 410 675 610 995 7300 3260 4050 80 80 8,5 550 37000 45

6100 5100 410 675 610 995 8350 3260 4050 80 80 8,5 550 49000 45

8100 7100 410 675 610 750 10300 3250 4050 80 80 8,5 550 68000 45
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D-Series - Technical Features 
(2/2 page)

Bending 
Force

Bend-
ing 

Length

Distance 
between 
columns

Stroke
Day-
light

Throat
Table 

Height
Machine Dimensions Speed

Oil 
tank

Weight
Main 
motor

A B C J D E
Length x Width x Height                             

(L x W x H)
Approach 

Speed
Return 
Speed

Bend 
Speed Lt kg kW

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm/s mm/s mm/s

D800

4100 3200 410 675 610 750 6300 3200 4150 75 70 6 780 44000 45

6100 5100 410 675 610 750 8300 3250 4150 75 70 6 780 62000 45

8100 7100 410 675 610 750 10500 3250 4150 75 70 6 780 87000 45

D1000

4100 3200 510 775 610 750 6400 3650 4150 70 65 6 1000 70000 45

6100 5100 510 775 610 750 8400 3650 4350 70 65 6 1000 76000 45

8100 7100 510 775 610 750 10500 3650 4750 70 65 6 1000 105000 45

D1250
6100 5000 510 775 610 750 8500 3650 4850 70 55 6 1000 92000 55

8100 7100 510 775 610 750 10600 3650 4850 70 55 6 1000 130000 55

D1500
6100 5000 510 775 610 750 8600 3900 4950 70 55 6 1300 111000 75

8100 6500 510 775 610 750 10700 3900 4950 70 55 6 1300 153000 75

D2000
6100 4500 510 775 610 750 8600 4050 5050 70 60 5 1700 152000 90

8100 6500 510 775 610 750 10700 4050 5050 70 60 5 1700 210000 90

Backgauge speed
X Axis 500 mm/s

R Axis 300 mm/s

Backgauge stroke
X Axis 750 mm

R Axis 150 mm

* Technical specifications are subject to change without advanced notice.

* Special capacity machines can be manufactured upon request.

3.1.3 Points to consider before the operation

• Always check the oil level and do not operate without oil before starting the motor as the hydraulic pump 
may be damaged.

• Any adjustment of the hydraulic valves may only be done with the written permission of the manufac-
turer.

• The customer is responsible for connections that are not made well by qualified personnel.

• The customer must be sure that there is at least 500 Lux local lighting or lights around the tools.
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3.1.4  A sample of the label

The label on the MVD hydraulic 
press brakes (as in Fig. 14) is located 
on the wall of the machine. The label 
contains the most important general 
information about the machine. In case 
of any Technical problem, it is always 
necessary to specify the serial number 
of the machine for communication.

Figure 29 It is a chart explaining which Tool and how many millimeters thick sheet metal the machine can 
bend. In the chart, the sheet type is considered as medium hardness (σt = 42 kg / mm²) and calculated according 
to this sheet type. For different sheet metal types, C coefficient is found from the small chart on the side and 
new force values are obtained by multiplying the existing force value with this coefficient.

Example: For medium-strength sheet (σt = 42 kg / mm²), the bottom Tool width of a sheet for 4 mm thick-
ness can be V 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 or 50 mm. When a V bottom Tool width of 30 mm is selected, the machine 
should have a minimum force of 34 Ton per bending length of meter.

Figure  28 A sample of Hydraulic Press Brake Label

Figure  29 Sheet metal and tonnage calculation Identification Chart
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3.2 Security Equipments
Before operating the machine, the  operating manual must be read, understood and carried out properly. One or 
more of the following equipment varies by machine model and region of sale.

3.2.1  Laser front security

Before operating the machine, the  operating manual must be read, understood and carried out properly. One or 
more of the following equipment varies by machine model and region of sale.

Laser safety is placed on the beam in front of the machine to protect the operator when performing the bend-
ing process. If anything enters the laser light before reaching the mute point (bottom dead point), the machine 
stops. Laser front guards

vary depending on the user’s demand.  Some of these lasers are managed by Plc, whereas not necessary for 
some of the others.

• Fiessler Akas-II front security; This front security system, which receives commands from FPSC Plc, is the 
most comprehensive front security laser that is used.

• DSP; This finger protection conservation with Nuova electronic MCS plc is a recommended product.

• MSD; It is a front security system that can be operated without being connected to any command system.

Laser safety system;

It is integrated into press brakes to prevent dangers during bending. The front security is mounted on the upper 
platform and moves with the upper platform. The laser is just adjusted to the lower point of the upper Tool and 
follows the upper Tool with continuous laser beam. In the meantime, the two lasers on the Y1 and Y2 sides are 
in communication with the continuous beam. During rapid fall, in case of going off the laser beams, the platform 
descent movement is interrupted. By the help oft he front security, it protects the hands, fingers and body from 
any contusion and cutting.

Figure  31 Current laser front security 
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3.2.2 Light curtain

The front light curtain is an AOPD (active opto electronic protective device), that is, an optical curtain in front 
of the tools. It can be active if the green indicator light is on. If there is an obstacle between the sending and 
receiving units or if it is not at the same level, the red light will be on. During rapid fall, if any obstacle enters 
between the sender and the receiver units, the platform will stop for safety. In this case, the platform can be 
moved again with the foot pedal or the “table up” button that operates the platform at a slow bend speed.

When any object enters the rear light curtain, operation 
will stop and the reset lamps will light. For re-operation, 
the rear reset buttons on the panel must be turned off 
first, making sure that there are no obstacles or obstruc-
tions at the rear of the machine. Then, the reset lamp 
must be turned off from the controller or the pedal.

The distance of the light curtain from the center of the 
tools was calculated according to the standards and the 
stopping time of the machine. It is strictly prohibited to 
move the light curtains closer than the value indicated 
on the machine. The CNC unit tests the stop time at the 
first downward movement after the machine starts.

Caution: Position 1 of the position selector switch pro-
vides operation at a slow closing speed. Other safety 
systems, except light curtains or lasers, are still in op-
eration. In slow speed operations, the front safety be-
longs to the operator.

3.2.3 Security switches and protection

The safety switches are connected to the safety guards. These magnetic door switches are activated when the 
doors of the safety guards are opened and enable the machine to return to the reset state, thus the interference 
to the hazardous area is prevented. In addition, in some models, the rear guard door can be used instead of the 
light curtain, and is equipped with a mechanical switch to prevent unintentional opening and closing.

Figure 32 Laser light curtain used for the rear security

Figure 33 Security switches
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3.2.4 Two-hand controller( Special ordered models only)

To start the operator free fall movement, it must be pressed to both mushroom buttons of the two-hand con-
troller at the same time (within 0.5 seconds) using two different hands. When it is reached the platform sheet 
metal holding point is reached, the operator can hold the process piece by hand during bend with the foot pedal.

Two-hand control devices are controlled by a separate two-hand control relay. If two buttons are not pressed 
within 0.5 seconds, it does not allow movement and stops the movement when any one is released. It should 
also be noted that in systems with a light curtain, a two-hand control device is not required. The foot pedal can 
be used to perform both rapid fall and bending.

3.2.5 Foot pedal

Bending operation is achieved by pressing the foot pedal. When the plate sheet reaches the holding point, the 
foot pedal continues the slow descent of the plate and initiates the application of force to the process piece. The 
pedal has 3 positions. In the first position, the pedal is in free position and there are no movements. The second 
position is the state when the pedal is pressed lightly and it provides moving down  the upper beam. The third 
position is applying more force to the pedal and in this position the downward movement of the upper beam 
stops and it immediately rises up.

3.2.6 Emergency stop button

It is used in case of emergency stop. It allows stopping all con-
trols and movements immediately. To resume operation, the 
head is rotated and it becomes ready to press again then “reset” 
and “start buttons are pressed respectively.

Figure 34 Foot pedal

Figure  35 Emergency stop button
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3.2.7 Reset button

This button is for turning off the reset light. The reset light controls the safety system. In case of a safety 
system error or intervention in the safety system, it locks the operating system until the error is cleared and 
the reset button is pressed. This error may be due to emergency stop buttons, light curtain, switches or sensor 
controlled hydraulic valves.

3.2.8 Proportional pressure relief valve

It takes place in the hydraulic system to limit the required working pressure during  bending. The required pres-
sure is calculated by the CNC unit. The machine performs bending at this set pressure. If the calculated pressure 
is not sufficient, the bending movement does not continue. In this case, it may be necessary to increase the 
force value from the control unit. This feature provides both ease of operation and is useful for the safety of 
the tools. In addition, it provides less aging especially ing hydraulic equipment, and  the machine equipment.

3.2.9 Table up button

When this button is pressed, the table moves up. Before the table is turned back before it reaches the lower 
dead point, it is used to lift the table up. This can also be used to save someone when he is stuck between uten-
cils. As long as this button is pressed, the table moves up and stops when it reaches UDP (upper dead point).

Figure 36 Reset button
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3.3 Operating the machine

3.3.1 General operating principle of the machine

CNC Press Brake is a sheet metal forming machine that 
brings the metal sheet to the desired form by bending. The 
press brake bending counters press the metal sheet between 
two Tools and let it take its shape. The lower part is called the 
lower Tool, and the upper part is called the upper Tool. With the 
movement of the upper Tool and the application of hydraulic 
force, bending is achieved by compressing the sheet between 
the upper and lower Tool. Standard top Tools are usually „V 
“shaped. Standard bottom Tools are usually „V“ or „U“ shaped. 
Information such as material type, material thickness, bending 
length, force to be applied are entered into the device from the 
CNC control panel. After entering these information, animation 
is obtained (In some models) and the product is obtained after 
the bending process is seen.

With the animation, the product error that will occur in the 
production will be prevented and thus the error will be correct-
ed before the bending and necessary changes will be made and 
production will be provided. Another feature of CNC controlled 
press brakes is the active movement of the back gauge. With 
forward, backward, up and down movement, the desired form 
can be given to the metal sheet with precise production.  CNC 
Press Brakes have too many features such as programming, 
storing programs, recalling if desired, changing the operating 
speeds, upper and lower Tool identification and storage, pro-
gramme transfering to the counter with network connection 
from the computer or USB flash memory.

Figure 38 Bottom and top Tool

Figure 39 Photocell Reset Buttons

3.3.2 First operation

The main switch of the workshop and the machine is 
switched on so that the power lamp in the machine’s electrical 
cabinet will light. Then the motor start button is pressed. Now 
the reset lights must be off to go on. At first, back side reset 
lights will be off, for this, back side reset (Photocell reset) but-
ton (On th electric cabinet) must be pressed by looking at the 
rear area of the machine to avoid any danger (In some types, 
there are two back side reset button, they must be pressed at 
the same time together). Then press the safety reset button 
on the foot pedal stand. If the safety reset light does not go 
out, there is a problem with the installed safety system and 
therefore the machine will not start. In this case, it is checked 
whether the safety switch in the side gate is locked. Then the 
safety reset button is pressed again. If there is still a problem, 
you should consider other safety-related equipment, such as 
controlled valves, connections and relays, or contact MVD 
INAN AS Service.
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Figure  40  Main electric switch Figure 41 Mode key

Figure  42   2nd step: Table up botton

3.3.3 Reference to the upper table and back gauge

The control panel works when the motor starts and the reset light turns off. Position 1 is selected from the 
selector switch in the electrical cabinet and the manual operation button is pressed from the control panel. 
Then after pressing the „Start“ button, the back gauge first moves to the reference points and then to the posi-
tion written on the screen.

After that, first, by pressing the “Up“ button, the upper table is moved to the top position and sent to the 
reference. By this way, electronic scales were passed through the reference point and position information was 
given to CNC control unit. After this, machines equipped with overrun test equipment test the fast fall time with 
the first series descent of the table and give approval to the system. Now the machine is ready to bend to ± 0.01 
mm parallelism at the lower dead point.
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State 2: Operating state
The foot switch must be pressed until the upper beam goes down to the lower dead point and lifts up after it 
has finished bending (on machines with two hand controllers, both buttons must be pressed simultaneously).

In this way, the top beam makes a free fall in the fast closing speed up to the mute point (the movement of the 
oil tank by sucking the oil from the oil tank and falling down with its own weight). After speed change point 
(mute point), bending is carried out in low speed. When the limit pressure set by the control unit is reached and 
the desired lower dead point is reached, the upper beam automatically returns to the upper dead point and the 
bending circuit is completed. If the force calculated by the CNC unit is not sufficient for bending, the beam does 
not move as the desired position cannot be reached. In this case, a higher force value must be entered in the 
control unit and the value of the material, tool, etc. must be checked. The accuracy of the information should 
be checked.

If the machining is in danger of falling due to the automatic return of the beam, the “Decompression“ distance 
in the control unit must be extended, so that the upper tool will not leave the sheet suddenly at the end of the 
bending, so that the part will rise slowly and come down from impact.

3.3.4 State 1: Setting state

Set the position selector switch on the control panel to “1” position for installation and adjustment before 
starting serial operation. In this position, the foot switch (or two-hand controller) operates the machine only at 
a slow closing speed. Fast closing speed or automatic return is not possible. As long as the pedal (or two-hand) 
is pressed, the beam will come down and stop when not pressed. In order to move the beam up, the “Up” button 
must be held down.

Caution: Before position 1 starts serial operation, it is for setting up and adjusting.  The light curtain does not 
work, so the safety of the people around is entirely under the responsibility of the operator.

Caution: The schematic illustrations on the front of the sheet only warn the operator of the most common injuries 
during bending. Users should always be prepared for the dangers that may occur during their work!
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3.3.5 Tool placement

When the machines arrive, the anti-rust coating on the upper and lower bending Tools should be cleaned and a 
small amount of machine oil should be applied instead.

Dirt on the table must be cleaned before the bending tools are placed on the machine. Lower tools weighing less 
than 25 kg should be placed by hand, and the heavier lower tools should be supported by lifting by means of rope 
and winch in the middle and carried out by pushing after half of it is put onto the table. At the same time, it should 
be paid attention that the front part does not go out and fall out of the table.

The lower plate is lowered in the 1st position to set the upper tool. When the distance between the table and the 
lowest point of the opposite “V” is 3 mm - 5 mm from the distance required for the insertion of the upper Tool, the mo-
tor is stopped and the Tool is installed from the side. Since there is very little distance between the upper and lower 
Tools, no one will be able to put his hands under the tool. Upper Tools weighing less than 25 kg should be placed by 
hand as in the lower tool, and the heavy ones should be lifted with rope and winch as in the lower tool and pushed 
into the canal of the upper table (Figure 30, detail D). Since the upper tool has a safety lip, the tool will not fall after 
the tool has fully penetrated into the channel and unless the clamping bolts are loosened too much. Upper tools, half 
of which enter into the canal, are pushed by hand and slid inside the canal and all are placed this way. They must be 
pushed upwards while fastening and fixing in place with clamping bolts, push them upwards with a wooden wedge 
and make sure that they stand up to the lower part of the table.

Figure  43 Placing the Tools

Figure  44 Bottom and top Tool placement

The clamping brackets on the 
right and left heads of the table 
are used to bring  the upper and 
lower tools (see Figure 30). To do 
this, the top table is moved down 
in the 1st position. The V-canal in 
the lower tool is moved by means 
of the lower tool  clamping to the 
center the end of the upper tool. 
In addition to rough adjustment 
by eye, the gap between the 
Tools must be precisely equal-
ized from the front and rear with 
the help of the feeler gauge.
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When the lower tool is fastened in its place, the bolts 
of the front and rear clamp supports must be aligned. 
Otherwise, the linearity of the lower tool is distorted and 
the upper and lower tools do not center each other in the 
middle.

Attention: Please don’t use red colored bolts. Green 
colored bolts can be used if needed. (For quick clamp 
models, if these green bolts have to be tightened, quick 
clamping lever should be in closed position to hold the 
punch.)

Figure 46  Delem Controller as Example

3.3.6 TDP, PCS and SCP adjustment

For all these points, the values calculated by the CNC unit can be used as well as it can be manually entered into 
the screen of the CNC unit. In addition, the force required for bending is calculated by the CNC unit. It is under the 
responsibility of the operator to enter the values correctly that the CNC unit uses in the calculations.

For Delem controllers; Bending Length, Angle, Thickness, Material, Punch, Die, X-axis and, R-axis fields should be 
filled as minimum for a bend. Other values will be calculated automatically.  For detailed information, please check 
controllers user manual.

Figure  45 Promecam
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For Esa controllers; Width, Thickness, ResistMaterial, Die, Punch, Angle, X1 and, R1 fields should be filled as 
minimum for a bend. Other values will be calculated automatically. For detailed information, please check controllers 
user manual.

Upper dead point, 
Opening

Upper dead point:
The upper dead point is the opening distance of the top plate after bending, it is the opening bet-
ween the two tools. In new programs prepared with graphics, this distance is calculated automati-
cally and if necessary, it can be changed manually.

Force

After the width, thickness, type and other data of the sheet are given, the force required to per-
form the bending is automatically calculated.
Sometimes the calculated force may not be enough to bend the sheet. The sheet may sometimes 
be harder than it should be. In this case, the machine can be forced or tries to bend very slowly. To 
solve this problem, the force is manually increased and the bend is retried.

Crowning

If the angle of the middle part is more open than the two ends after the sheet is bent, the crow-
ning should be applied. In machines with motorized crowning, the control unit automatically 
calculates and applies the crowning value. If the value of the sheet is not suitable, over or under 
calculated as a result of inadequate sheet metal quality, it may need to be corrected manually.

BGT, Gauge delay
Back Gauge Time: 
It is the back gauge waiting time between two bends in the programme. Values (in terms of) [s = 
second]

PCS, CC
Point of contact to the sheet: Point of contact to the sheet of the upper tool. Gauge uses the 
retraction function in this point.

SCP, Mute Point

Speed change point:
The point at which the upper beam moves fast and starts to move slowly is calculated by the cont-
rol unit based on the sheet thickness. In case of need, the user can also change it by hand in order 
to work more easily.

Bend time,
Waiting time

Bend time:
This feature is used to allow the upper Tool to continue to apply force to the sheet for a period of 
time as the bending is completed. It is recommended to wait for a few seconds for the bending of 
high tension or thick sheets.

Figure 47 Esa Controller as Example
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3.3.7 Back gauge setting
To adjust the bend width, the back gauge must be adjusted by the controller. The X-axis position shown on the 

screen corresponds to the distance between the back gauge finger tips and the bottom Tool V-canal center to be used. 
The R axis is set to “0” (zero) at the upper level of the lower Tools.

The back-gauge fingers are capable of fine adjustment and are bal-
anced before shipment. At the same time, each finger can be moved 
and tightened by hand (with the motor on Z-axis machines) along the 
gauge.

Caution: It is dangerous to adjust the back gauge fingers between the 
tools. Adjustment must be made from the rear side of the machine or 
adjustment bars should be used.

Figure 48 Back gauge

Figure 49 Back gauge finger settings

For any control or adjustment, if the user impairs the light curtain or opens the door of the middle-locked pro-
tector, the security system intervenes to prevent the movement of the back gauge and the top table.  A limiting 
extension was also provided which prevents unintentional opening and closing of the door.
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3.3.8  Turning off the machine, turning off completely

If the machine is to be stopped for several hours or more, the top beam must be in the down position (the 
upper and lower tools may be between 5 mm - 10 mm), then the motor stop button is pressed, the control lock 
switch is turned off and the key is removed. Controller must be closed from screen.  The main power switch is 
turned off by turning it to the “0” position. (The main power switch is locked with a padlock for safety when the 
machine is not running and in maintenance.)

Figure  50 Steps to turn off the machine

4 The security precautions to be considered during maintenance and cleaning
General maintenance rules must also be followed for maintenance and cleaning of the machine. The mainte-

nance can be carried out by fully qualified maintenance personnel or by a service technician of MVD INAN A.Ş. 
The machine is designed for safe maintenance and lubrication.

Caution: During maintenance and repair work, the main power switch must be set to “0“ and locked with a 

padlock for safety reasons.
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Figure 51 Lubrication Chart

4.1   Lubrication
The guide and screw shafts connected to the back gauge should be lubricated by hand using a special grease 
such as SKF LGMT2 every week. The skidders of the top platform must be lubricated at least once a day (In case 
of continuous usage or heavy duty, it is recommended to lubricate more than once a day.)

4.2 The maintenance of the mechanic system
Once every two weeks, the tightness that fixes the screw connecting the upper table to the cylinders and 

the condition of the disc springs should be checked. The fixing screw was fixed to the cylinder with a lock nut 
from the top. In the lower part, the two lock nuts were tightened together and necessary measures were taken 
against dissolution.

In addition, the tightness of all bolts and screws must be checked once a month.
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4.3 The maintenance of the Hydraulic system

Two years after installation of the machine or after 3000 operating hours, (whichever is the first), the oil 

in the oil tank must be drained. The oil that is released during draining must be taken into an empty oil barrel.

To refill the oil tank, the top cover of the oil tank must be opened and the filter element must be in ist place 
to prevent anything other than oil from entering the tank. The oil can be pumped with a hand pump or poured 
into the hole. The oil mentioned in Table 1 must be used. During the maintenance period, the personnel must  
use ladders or a similar platform and place it securely. Spilled or smeared oils must be cleaned thoroughly after 
maintenance so that they do not cause slip.

Figure 52 Hydraulic oil gauge and filling cap

Figure 53 Hydraulic filter

Caution: Wear a protective cloth during 
chainging the oil!

During every oil change, the filter ele-
ments must be changed as well. The hy-
draulic elements can be ordered by looking 
at the old ones label or by the help of MVD 
service department.
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4.4 Planned maintenance table

Table 54 Maintenance table

The maintenance to be carried out Interval

Upper beam’s slides Daily

Visual system check Once a week

Checking of cylinder bolt that is bound to upper table Once a week

Checking the level of oil in the tank Once a week

The sequence of all bolts and screws Every other week

Pneumatics system check Once a month

Changing oil in the tank After first after a year; then biennially

Changing oil filter After first after a year; then biennially

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION

•	 MAIN MOTOR DOES NOT WORK. •	 Reset lights might not have gone off.

•	 The phase cables might not have been 
connected properly.

•	 Check the reset circuit and turn off the reset lights.

•	 Try connecting the cables in different order until the 
phase relay lights up.

•	 THE TABLE DOES NOT GO 
DOWN WHEN PEDAL IS PRES-

SED.

•	 The „Start“ button of the control unit 
might not have been pressed.

•	 One of the axes might not have reached 
the desired position.

•	 Crowning might not have reached the 
desired value.

•	 Press the „Start“ button of the control unit and try 
again.

•	 Find out which axis position does not find the position 
from the controller display and try to move that axis. 
If necessary, clean the lubricated parts of the relevant 
axis with petrol and re-lubricate them.

•	 If the crowning motor protection labeled „MK2 has 
been breaked off in the electric cabinet, the black 
button must be pressed.

•	 RESET LAMP DOES NOT GO 

OFF. •	 The backlight curtains may have not 
been reset.

•	 Side door switches or emergency stops 
may not allow resetting.

•	 First check the rear part, turn off the reset lights of the 
rear light curtain (two reset buttons on some models 
on the dashboard at the same time) and try again.

•	 Check that the side doors are closed and the emergen-
cy stops are unlocked.

•	 PRESS BENDING CANNOT COM-
PLETE BY ITSELF, THE TABLE IS 
WAITING ON THE SHEET.

•	 The force specified by the control unit 
is not sufficient.  (Probably the sheet is 
harder than usual)

•	 Increase the force by 10% and try again. Continue this 
process until the bending is completed and the table 
can lift itself. (Control units do not exceed the resis-
tance value of the Tools in order to protect the Tools, 
however, pay attention.) Make sure all bending values   
are correct (length, material, Tools, etc.)
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•	 THE MACHINE ONLY WORKS 
SLOW MODE. FAST   FALL POSI-
TION DOES NOT WORK.

•	 Front laser safety device does not allow 
going down fast.

•	 The selector key is not in the 2nd posi-
tion.

•	 Ensure that the two units of the laser safety device are 
facing each other.

•	 Turn the key 2nd position..

(Some control units may not allow going down fast in „Ma-
nual“ mode. Try the „Semi-automatic“ or „Auto“ modes)

•	 BACK GAUGE DOES NOT TAKE 
REFERENCE AND MOVE TO 
REQUESTED POSITION.

•	 There may be a problem with the back-
gauge limit switch (at the very back).

•	 There may be a problem with the frontal 
limit switch (near the Tool area).

•	 The rear limit switch that performs the stop reference 
operation may be depressed or broken.

•	 If the stop is referenced but does not come to the 
front, the front limit switch must be checked, may 
have been  depressed or broken
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5 Drawings

Figure 55 Cylinder Drawing
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54 Figure  56 Press brake general 



55Figure  57 Slideway Group



56 Figure  58 Hydraulic Cylinder Group



57Figure 59 Pump and motor group
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Figure  60 Promecam group
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Figure 61  Top table group
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Figure 62 Hydraulic schema

 

Hydraulic chart and valve block
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Figure 64 Prefill valve

Figure 63 Hydraulic Block

Figure  65 Main motor, pump and filter
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